[Exploring into relationship between serum lipoprotein electrophoretogram and the differentiation as phlegm stasis syndrome of aged coronary heart disease patients].
To observe the relationship between dynamic balance of the disturbance of serum lipoprotein and the 5 syndrome-types during Phlegm stasis syndrome (PSS) differentiation. There were 171 patients, among them 81 cases were performed coronary arteriography (CAG). The serum lipoprotein electrophoretogram (SLPG) was examined by the double gradient polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the serum total cholesterol (TC) was determined with enzymatic method. (1) Comparing the PSS with the control group, there was significant difference in the abnormal items (P < 0.05-0.01). The blood stasis syndrome, PSS, and the Qi stagnation blood stasis syndrome were more than the phlegm syndrome and the non-PSS ones. The abnormal index of SLP (SLPI) had the following order: PSS(SLPI 1.941) > Qi stagnation blood stasis syndrome (1.901) > blood stasis syndrome (1.643) > phlegm syndrome (1.357) > non-PSS(1.105) and > the control syndrome (0.056). (2) The positive cases in CAG was 64 patients, in SLPG, it was 59 cases (92.19%). The negative in CAG was 17 cases, but the positive in SLPG, it was 14 cases (82.35%). (3) As the PSS developed further, the TC had an increasing tendency, but their average was less than 2100 mg/L, under the critical level. As the risk factor of the aged CHD, the TC was not an ideal criteria, the SPLG was an effective index. It was related with the PSS differentiation of the aged CHD.